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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Following fiscal year 2013-2014 and Carnegie Mellon Solar Racing (CMSR) participation in
the 2014 DONG Energy Solar Challenge (The Netherlands) and the Solar1 Solar Grand Prix
(Monaco), the team went into financial deficit and experienced a significant decline in
membership. For this reason, CMSR has spent the last two years recovering from the deficit,
focusing on recruitment, creating new documentation strategies, and building a strong foundation
for the future of the team.
As a team consisting mostly of freshmen, the Hull team has set goals to construct a new hull
that is light and competitive with the main focus of educating the younger members on design
and manufacturing processes. With much time, effort, and assistance from TechShop in
Pittsburgh, the Hull team was able to educate members on basic CNCing and use 2-axis crosssections of two-inch foam to generate the seventeen foot male plug. After sanding the plug to a
smooth finish and applying releasing agents, the team was able to laminate fiberglass over the
plug to generate a female mold. The female mold was then used to facilitate vacuum-bagging
layups and lamination of carbon fiber to generate the team’s new competition hull.
The Power team has sought to build an efficient charging system and power supply, while
remaining financially efficient by reusing as many materials from previous years as possible.
Effort was spent tabulating inventory, testing old panels and batteries for efficiency, and
comparing these to current market models. This year the team has strived to learn proper safety
protocols when working with high-current electronics and wiring these in a secure, waterproof
method.
During the competition, the driver requires information such as RPM and battery charge. To
acquire this data, the Optimization team researched hardware that would be able to obtain data
from the solar panels, battery, and motor and send the data to a display. For communication, the
team decided to use walkie talkies as they have been found to be reliable in the past.
This is also the first year that CMSR has created a full propulsion system; including the
drivetrain and steering system. Extensive research was needed to understand the general design
of propulsion systems available on the market and learning new techniques to hand build the
system.
In choosing to not purchase a complete propulsion system, the Propulsion team’s most
significant step was to design some of the components in-house. For components not fabricated
at Carnegie Mellon University, team members researched options in order to purchase the most
efficient components for CMSR’s overall design. While several primary features of the system
were still purchased, the team designed and manufactured the casing for the system. This will
give the team more flexibility with design, which may contribute to better performance in
competition, as well as an enhanced learning experience for members that is applicable to
engineering work in the industry.
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I. PROJECT OBJECTIVES
Carnegie Mellon Solar Racing (CMSR) has worked hard the past two years to reorganize
management, set up new documentation, increase membership, and build a better sense of
community and family. CMSR suffered a financial deficit and a significant loss in membership
after fiscal year 2013-2014, but by trying to encourage pride and hard work in the organization,
CMSR was able to enter Solar Splash 2016 after having to recede from competition last year.
The main team objective was re-building the organization. The team also had, goals within each
of the four groups that make up the entire team: Hull, Power, Optimization, and Propulsion.
The objectives of the hull team were to educate all members on the team of CMSR’s building
process for making the hull. All members learned how to create a solidWorks file, build a plug
and a mold, and learn the lay-up process for using carbon fiber. For the Power team, the
objectives were to reuse and recycle the materials already in the shop to reduce cost and learn
what CMSR has used in the past in to build the power and electronic system. The optimization
team’s objective was to learn how to use the materials that the propulsion and power team
required and be able to obtain information from the items. Being a new team, with no previous
research, the propulsion team’s objective was to learn about the different components within the
propulsion system and best adapt them to the design of the hull and power system. Overall it was
a successful year and all teams were able to meet the goals and objectives stated above.

II. CURRENT DESIGNS AND EVALUATION
A. Solar System
1) Current Design: CMSR’s system uses two SunPower Model SPR-215-WHT-U solar
panels. These panels are rated at 215 Watts, 39.8 V, and 5.4 A each. Combining the two allows
for a 430 Watt system, which is within the maximum allowed power rating of 480 Watts. Each
panel weighs 33 lbs, has a maximum efficiency of 17.3%, and has dimensions (61.4 x 31.4 x 1.8)
inches. The team owns other types of panels (Table 1), but the SunPower panels were primarily
chosen for high maximum power point voltage, low weight, and efficiency. The Vmpp is high
enough to efficiently charge a 24V battery bank, allowing them to be placed in parallel instead of
series, to avoid the 52V open circuit regulation. The alternatives had various issues. Two panels
of the LG285N1C would exceed the power regulation and four Kyocera panels, for 480W, would
be too heavy.
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Solar Panel

Open Circuit
Rated Voltage
Rated
Voltage
Watts Efficiency
(Vmpp)
Current (A)
(Voc)
Weight (lb)

Sunpower SPR215-WHT

215

17.30%

39.8

5.4

48.3

33

LG285N1C-G3

285

17.40%

31.6

9.09

39

37

Kyocera KC120-1

120

14%

16.9

7.1

21.5

26.3

Table 1: Solar panels that our club owns. The Sunpower panel was selected for our boat this
year.
In addition, the power system utilizes a Morningstar TriStar 60 MPPT Charge Controller as
an intermediary between the panels and batteries. The MPPT Charge Controller is able to charge
batteries with significantly lower voltage than the solar panels without loss of efficiency. When
cataloging CMSR’s storage materials an unused TriStar was found. To save money the power
team decided to reuse the controller. The panels are wired in parallel to the charge controller
maintaining the 39.8V rated voltage. According to the data provided by Morningstar, for a solar
array rated at 430 Watts, the MPPT charge controller is able to charge parallel 24V battery
system with around 95% efficiency.
To test the solar panel, charge controller, and battery system all were wired in isolation. This
was done to determine the rate in which our system was able to charge the batteries. We found
that in weak sunlight (noontime, overcast conditions), a single solar panel was able to provide
current of around 3 amps to a 12V battery (~36W).
2) Problems and Issues: The current design has problems with the weight of the solar panels.
Most of the weight of the solar panels comes from a heavy frame, designed primarily for
stationary usage. The focus for next year for the Power Team will be working on making custom
solar panels designed for solar boat racing, focusing on a reduction in overall weight.
Furthermore, to minimize costs, most the solar system came from materials in storage that
were used in the past. As a result, there were some concerns about the solar panel and batteries
not operating efficiently due to age. When testing the panels we found they performed
adequately to listed specifications. The panels, however, may have outdated technology. Newer
panels may have better efficiency ratings, which could help reduce the overall weight of the boat.
These considerations, along with the plan to build panels instead of purchasing them, will be
pushed to next fall when there will be more budget and time.
B. Electrical System
1) Current Design: The electrical system design is based around the Curtis 1234E motor
controller. The Curtis 1234E acts as an inverter for the motor and a throttle controller. A diagram
of our electrical system is shown in Appendix B. A rocker switch serves as the systems on/off
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switch in order to keep with regulations and also powers the solid state relay via the 12V
secondary (alkaline) battery. The relay subsequently connects the Curtis’s key switch input with
the 48V battery bank. The key switch powers all lower current connections of the Curtis
including the coil outputs. Pin 6 powers the 48V solenoid contactor, which closes the high
current connection to the battery bank. A three-wire potentiometer throttle is used.
C. Power Electronics System
1) Current Design: The electronics design utilizes two 12 V lead-acid batteries that are wired
in series. To choose the batteries, old batteries from previous years were tested. Each was tested
for 10 seconds using a 100 amp load tester by NOKO. The testing showed that most of the
batteries failed to maintain a high voltage under load, likely indicating damage. This could be
due to the fact that most of the batteries had been left uncharged for a long period of time, and
might have crystallized.
Four Optima BlueTop D34M batteries were chosen for our power electronics system. The
boat needed deep-cycle batteries that could supply 48V to the motor controller. However, that
would require four 12V batteries in series, which would exceed the weight limit regulation. Also,
the solar panel Vmpp of 39.8V is suitable for charging up to a 24V battery bank. The team
decided to go with a 24V system, and purchase a DC DC converter for the controller (Table 2).
For a 24V system, either two 50lb batteries our four 25lb batteries are needed to maximize
capacity given the 100lb weight limit (weight is approximately proportional to capacity). After
much searching, the decision was narrowed down to a 80Ah Duracell battery and a 55Ah
Optima. The Optima was eventually chosen as it is absorbent glass mat, durable, and
maintenance free. Meanwhile the Duracell is flooded and unsealed, and would require routine
maintenance.
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Battery

Capacity (20-hr) Ah Weight (lb)

Type

23.59 AGM

Price

Sigma 12-35

35

UB12500

50

30.2 AGM (deep cycle)

In storage

Optima Red
75/35

44

33.1 AGM

In storage

Optima Red
75/25

48

37.8 AGM (deep cycle)

In storage

Duracell
SLI27MDP

80

Amstron
AP12-75D

75

51.8 AGM

139.99

Optima D34M

55

43.5 AGM (dual purpose)

175.45

49 Flooded

In storage

115.99

Table 2: Comparison chart of different batteries the team considered. Characteristics that were
limitations, like being flooded-type, are in red, and positive characteristics are in green. The
final choice, the Optima D34M, is highlighted in green.
The system utilizes a 600W DC DC converter to provide 48V to the motor. The DROK
600W voltage converter was chosen after comparing many different DC DC converters. Total
cost was a major factor in making this decision, but the converter needing to be able to maintain
a steady 48V was also taken into account.
2) Future Improvements: The biggest problem with the current design is that it is reliant on a
DC-DC converter, which has only 90% efficiency and power limitations. Ideally, the battery
bank could be connected directly to the motor controller, but a 48V system violates both Solar
Splash regulations and is too high for the SunPower panels to charge. In future years, better
communication between teams will help to fix this problem. If a 24V motor controller was
purchased, this problem could have been avoided.
There also need to be more maintenance in storing batteries so they may be used for future
competitions. Alternative battery choices should also be considered for future systems to
maximize capacity with respect to any changing regulations. This year battery discharge rates,
lifetime, and many other factors were neglected. The team will try to account for this in future
research.
D. Hull Design
1) Past Years Design: In previous years, the CMSR team has utilized a narrow hull, which
required a pontoon on either side for stability. The goal was that the pontoons would stay out of
the water and only provide support when the hull turned or otherwise needed stabilization. This
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would allow the team to minimize surface area contact with the water, and therefore drag.
However, because of the weight of internal components and the lack of buoyancy that comes
with the hull’s narrow design, this was never achieved and the pontoons rested in the water with
the hull. When in motion, the pontoons successfully provided stability while significantly
increasing drag. With a lack of symmetry, the pontoons also caused issues with steering.
Another issue the team has faced in the past has been mounting and the effect of mounting on
the vessel’s overall rigidity. Without predetermined mounting locations, the team screwed into
the side of the hull where necessary and used nuts and bolts to mount everything from pontoons,
to propulsion system, to electrical components. Without the use of a filling compound, the nut
and bolt assembly caused weaknesses in the honeycomb core, which gave in and reduced some
of the hull’s rigidity.
2) Analysis of Design Concepts; Current Design: In this year’s design, the CMSR team
sought to eliminate each of the issues mentioned earlier. First, the team sought to eliminate the
need for stabilization pontoons and the negative side effects introduced in previous designs. The
team accomplished this by increasing the width of the boat, which also increased buoyancy and
the boat’s ability to maintain stability when stationary. In addition to eliminating the excess drag
introduced by the stabilization pontoons, the Hull team set a goal of decreasing weight by
utilizing more efficient epoxy saturation techniques when laminating carbon fiber. The hull also
features a single chine around the perimeter of the boat, which in addition to the light design,
will allow the boat to quickly transition to hydroplaning.
3) Design Testing and Evaluation: In constructing the prototype, the team used a CNC to
complete 2-axis cuts on 2-inch thick foam. After cutting was complete, the foam cross-sections
were stacked to create a 17-foot male mold of the model. Because 2-axis cuts were used for the
cross-sections (Fig.1), much sanded was needed to reach the desired three-dimensional shape
(Fig.1).

Figure 1: 17-Foot Male Plug Before and After Sanding
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After repeatedly sanding and applying spackling paste, the desired shape was achieved and
the team was able to move on to priming the plug. After applying several coats of primer, the
plug was wet-sanded to a smooth finish (Fig.2).

Figure 2: Female Mold for VorteX
Following priming, releasing agents were applied to the plug and the team began construction
of the female mold. This step involved multiple layers of fiberglass mat and woven fiberglass
until the necessary thickness was achieved.
E. Drivetrain and Steering
1) Current Design:
a) Steering Kit: Our steering system uses the Seastar SS137 20’ Safe-T Quick Connect to
control the boat’s direction of travel. The steering cable connects from the steering wheel to the
front of the outboard motor, which has a small pole sticking out to facilitate the attachment.
Turning the steering wheel elongates or shortens the cable depending on the direction of rotation.
The cable will then push or pull the small pole on the outboard motor, causing it to experience
rotary motion about the drive shaft. Since the propeller constantly provides thrust in the direction
that the outboard motor is facing, the boat will turn based on the angle of the outboard motor
relative to its neutral position.
b) Drive Train: To connect the drivetrain to the propeller, the team used a system of keyed
shafts and bevel gears. The shaft that connects the motor to the bevel gears is made stainless steel
and measure 25 inches. The bevel gears will have a 1:1 gear ratio, so the target RPM will be
about 4000. The second bevel gear will connect to the propeller via another 6 inch steel shaft.
The diameter of the motor shaft is ⅞ inches. The diameter of the steel shafts will be 1 inch, so a
step-up connector is required. The propeller will be most efficient at 4000rpm, and has a
diameter of 9 ¼ inches and a pitch of 10 inches.
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c) Motor Selection: The team selected an HPEVS AC9 electric motor which performs
optimally at a torque of 26.26 lb-ft and a horsepower of 19.75 when it rotates at 4000 rpm. These
performance ratings match what previous boats in the competition have used. Since CMSR’s hull
is thin, it is important to go with a lower optimal power and a higher rpm. Due to the
hydrodynamics of a sharper-nosed boat, if it inclines to the water flow, it will experience greater
drag than a round or flatter nose. Therefore, if at the moment of incline, too much power is
applied the boat may simply tip at the initial thrust. The higher rpm allows the driver to make
minor adjustments quickly without worrying about tilt when thrusting.
The specific ratings were selected due to wanting to purchase an entire kit with the motor,
controller, and throttle included from Thunderstruck Motors. This kit had the highest rpm and
lowest power. By purchasing a kit it give more time to focus on the custom-made case for the
propulsion system, discussed in section ‘e’ below.
d) Propeller Shaft and Propeller: The propeller chosen was an aluminum Yamaha model
made with a diameter of 9 ¼” and a pitch of 10”. Aluminum was chosen because it is both
lightweight and offers a high level of durability. The specifications of the propeller were chosen
based on Eq.1 below given by the Propeller Handbook by Dave Gerr, which calculates the
diameter in inches [1].
(632.7 * (shaft hp)0.2)/(RPM) 0.6 = D.

(1)

Assuming that the horsepower and RPM from the motor is equal to those of the propeller
shaft, the optimal propeller diameter was calculated. If the motor runs optimally at 4000 RPM
and 19.75 HP, then the propeller required should have a diameter at around 8.9 inches. The small
propeller diameter is most efficient with a motor of relatively high optimal RPM given low
horsepower. A smaller propeller diameter reduces the propeller’s surface area decreasing the loss
of efficiency from turbulence. However, the motor will most likely operate at an RPM lower
than 4000 due to water resistance and the energy economics of the boat. This propeller will be
used in all three events for the Solar Splash Competition. While a smaller propeller would be
optimal for sprints, it isn’t optimal for endurance because of its lower thrust per revolution. As a
result, a propeller of 9.25 inches was chosen to compromise between effect of the size of the
propeller for the two different events, sprint and endurance.
The propeller will be attached to a 9” long propeller shaft and the propeller shaft will be
perpendicular to the main drive shaft. A mechanical seal will be used to keep the connection
water tight between the propeller shaft and the outboard motor casing. It is comprised of a cap
with a few O-rings and oil seals. The propeller shaft will be kept in place with ball bearings and
the propeller gearbox connected to a drive shaft. It will be comprised of a simple bevel gear setup.
e) Custom Made Case: The drivetrain and steering systems were encased in a custommade, aluminum housing. The housing is made of four parts (Fig.3):
(1) A top section containing the motor and motor controller concealed within a watertight ⅛” thin aluminum box.
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(2) Mid section made of a pipe that conceals the drive shaft and the shaft coupler that
connects the drive shaft to the motor output shaft
(3) Custom made saddle clamps that mount the drive shaft cover-pipe to the back of
the boat, and
(4) A propeller housing at the bottom of the drive shaft. (Not featured in figure
below)
The top of the case, cover-pipe, and propeller housing all turn together when the driver steers the
boat, and the drive shaft and propeller rotate with the motor output shaft.

Figure 3: SolidWorks Parts (1), (2), and (3) for Propulsion System
The reason the propulsion team decided to build the case was because it was believed the
members would come to understand more about outboard motors and the kind of considerations
made by engineers to balance the weight and allow for maximum steering radius. The team
believes the system will perform as well as a commercial system with the same power output
ratings.
2) Problem and Issues: An initial problem that the team faced was the division between the
different groups: propeller, motor selection, and steering. The division did not directly address
the other necessary parts of the propulsion system. While it was beneficial for initial research,
the lack of integration between groups led to incompleteness in the design process. The missing
parts and design implementations were only discovered after weeks into design.
A problem arose when attempting to integrate the propeller and the motor selection kit,
because information about the drivetrain was not considered. Since the drivetrain was not
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assigned to any specific group, it was not designed until much later in the building process. This
caused delays in building the propulsion system as the team did not have all the needed
materials.
Another problem was the decision on how to attach the propulsion system to the boat. Drilling
directly through the hull would compromise the hull’s structural integrity. Without initial thought
on how to attach the propulsion system, it became a major project near the end of the building
process for both the hull and propulsion team. One goal for next year will be to remember and
consider these problems and issues in the next design process.
3) Improvement From Past Years: This is the first year that the team has formed a dedicated
sub-team toward designing and constructing a propulsion system. Due to this, there is a strong
improvement from previous years with the propulsion system being optimized for CMSR’s
overall boat design. Building the system has also provided a higher-level understanding on
propulsion systems for the team to incorporate into future iterations of boat designs.
F. Data Acquisition and Communication
1) Current Design: At the beginning of the design process, the team considered using
voltmeters, accelerometers, and gyroscopes on the electrical and power systems to provide data
and send data to an arduino which then directs it to an Android tablet to display to the driver.
However, after the propulsion team bought the motor kit we discovered that the Curtis 1234
motor controller contains all the data needed and could be displayed by the Curtis 1313 handheld
programmer. Therefore, it was decided to use the Curtis handheld programmer as the display for
the skipper to observe the battery voltage, the boat’s velocity, and any other data they would
need.
2) Problem and Issues: There were problems connecting the Curtis 1234 motor controller to
the motor. Although the Curtis was wired to the motor as directed by HPEVS, the contactor
would not switch on. The pedal that runs the motor and the motor itself was therefore not
receiving the necessary current to move. After several weeks of working on the system, the team
was unable to find the problem and had to send it back to Thunderstruck Motors to troubleshoot.
This is still an ongoing issue and is still being worked on. The team hopes to have it fixed and
working by competition.
3) Improvement From Past Years: In previous years, data was gathered separately using
voltmeters and accelerometers. Using the Curtis handheld programmer improves on the design
since the data comes from one centralized source. The Curtis motor controller directly retrieves
data from the motor instead of gathering data from several separate sources. The team hopes to
combine both past years systems and the current design for future implementations.
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V. PROJECT MANAGEMENT
A. Team Members and Leadership Roles
The Carnegie Mellon Solar Racing Team is composed of undergraduate students with majors
ranging from all different majors across campus. Most members are from engineering, physics
and computer science, but other majors such as business and design are encouraged to join. The
team has an executive committee consisting of a President, Secretary, Vice President of Finance,
Vice President of Programming, Vice President of Marketing, and Vice President of Member
Development. The President also holds the position of Head of Design. To see the roles and
duties of each of these positions refer to Appendix E. Beyond that, the Carnegie Mellon Solar
Racing is split into four teams, each focusing on a different sub-system within the boat.
The Hull team works as one group to design and manufacture the hull. The team designed
VorteX with the use of SolidWorks, manufactured a male-plug using foam cut by a CNC, built a
female-mold, and used carbon fiber to build the hull.
The power team was split into three groups: A group for researching solar panels, a group for
choosing the batteries and DC DC converter, and a group for researching the Curtis 1234E motor
controller and the connections that needed to be made for the Curtis. After research was
completed and components were chosen, all groups came together to construct and test the
system.
The optimization team is responsible for collecting and displaying data to the driver. The team
focused on connecting the electrical system to the Curtis 1234 Motor Controller to control the
motor and setting up the Curtis 1313 Handheld programmer to set parameters and display data to
the driver.
Within the propulsion team, different groups of members initially focused on selecting the
motor, steering system, and propeller. After the main components of the propulsion system were
selected, the propulsion team shifted its focus to designing the drivetrain and casing, and
mounting the propeller onto the hull.
To bring all four team and their different projects together, the President acts as the head of
design. The head of design was responsible for producing a thorough budget, organizing a
timetable, and scheduling weekly meetings with the team to make sure jobs were completed.
In addition to meeting within each sub team, there were weekly general body and executive
committee meetings to discuss overarching issues, general progress and deadlines.
CMSR’s faculty advisor, Kurt Larsen helps with the paperwork, waivers, and
communications outside of CMU when needed.
B. Project Planning and Schedule
In December of 2015, an overall timeline was created to encapsulate all sub teams. Then, each
of the sub teams’ design leaders created a more detailed timeline that included specific objectives
with day to day deadlines (Appendix G). While, the teams were able to follow and stay on track
during the design and the beginning of the building process, all teams were behind and had to
work through the beginning of May. All groups expect to do final testing by end of May.
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C. Financial and Fund-Raising
To fund the materials, equipment, and transportation required to attend Solar Splash
competition, funding was requested from several sources. CMSR members asked family and
acquaintances for donations and received a total of $5989.93. For grant funding from
corporations such as Raytheon, Ford, SEER, and Lockheed Martin, CMSR received a total of
$6,500. CMSR also applied for funding from Carnegie Mellon’s Joint Funding Committee and
received $15,000. Including the remaining funding from the previous year, the organization
started this year with a total of $33,549.04
D. Strategy For Team Continuity and Sustainability
After a big loss in members and documentation in the fiscal year 2014-2015, team
sustainability became a crucial goal for this year. To recruit new members the Vice President of
Member Development created the “New Member Project”. During the project new members
built miniature, radio-controlled boats. All teams competed in an event that simulated the sprint
and slalom events of the Solar Splash competition. By going through this process, new members
were able to learn about CMSR’s process for constructing the hull, as well as quickly establish
themselves as members of the team. Since the organization doesn’t start the building process
until Spring semester, the project gave new members a concrete and engaging task to do while
senior members start organizing plans and designs for the year. CMSR had immense success
with the project, recruiting over 30 members. It is the organization’s plan to continue the project
every year, ensuring that the team always has new and engaged members.
To help prevent future loss of documentation when members leave the team, CMSR created a
new google folder that contains all documents, from design files to presentation posters. All
members have access to the folder.
To allow smooth transition between leadership positions in the organization, each executive
committee member and design head documents what they have done in a journal located in the
google folder. When a new member steps up to fill the leadership role they have access to what
the previous position holders had done.
E. Discussion and Self-Evaluation
With having the team increase from eight members to over thirty due to the new membership
project, CMSR has been able to call this year a success. The executive committee was not certain
in Fall semester that the organization would be able to rebound quickly enough to build a new
boat for this year’s Solar Splash competition. After much discussion and evaluation of the new
members capabilities and dedication, CMSR decided to build another boat and enter Solar Splash
competition in 2016. While there has been miscommunication, delays, and bumps within the
building process, each team has felt that this year has been a success.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In the last year, Carnegie Mellon Solar Racing was able to bring the organization back from
what the team refers to as the “Dark Ages.” Through redesigning the way the team documents
design process, finance transactions, and leadership decisions, CMSR was able to create a way
that will help to sustain the research and organization of the team for future years.
In rebuilding the membership of the organization, CMSR achieved success through the “New
Member Project.” The team retained virtually all of the 30 new members that went through the
project, and also helped educate new members on the teams building process. This will help to
continue the sustainability of the club as the old members graduate and retire from the
organization.
While it has been a successful year in rebuilding the club, the building process of the boat was
a little rocky. Through hard work and dedication of some members of the team, CMSR will be
building through the end of May in order to finish the boat by Solar Splash Competition.
Looking back at fiscal year 2015-2016 Carnegie Mellon Solar Racing plans to help prevent
building delays and building solely in Spring semester. To prevent building delays, the Head of
Design for next year plans to hold weekly meetings to discuss all parts of the boat that coincide
between two or more different teams. With better communication, CMSR hopes to prevent
possible issues such as what happened with the Curtis 1234E. By starting the design for the
2016-2017 boat during the summer, the team will try to make sure that the building process will
start in Fall 2016.
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Appendix A: Battery Documentation

Figure A.1: Optima Battery Specifications Sheets (1 of 2)
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Figure A.1 (cont.): Optima Battery Specifications Sheets (2 of 2)
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Figure A.2: Optima Battery MSDS Sheets (1 of 5)
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Figure A.2 (cont.): Optima Battery MSDS Sheets (2 of 5)
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Figure A.2 (cont.): Optima Battery MSDS Sheets (3 of 5)
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Figure A.2 (cont.): Optima Battery MSDS Sheets (4 of 5)
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Figure A.2 (cont.): Optima Battery MSDS Sheets (5 of 5)
Model number is boxed in yellow.
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Appendix B: Wiring Diagrams

Figure B.1: Electrical System Wiring Diagram (1 of 2)
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Figure B.1 (cont.): Electrical System Wiring Diagram (2 of 2)
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Appendix C: Flotation Calculations (see Rule 7.14.2)
System

Weight (lbs)

Interior Volume (ft3)

Hull

45

48.57

Seat

7

-3

Panels

66

-2

Batteries

87

-4

Propulsion

90

-4

Total

295

35

Table C.1: Flotation Calculations Weight Values
Density of water = 62 lb/ft3
V x ρ = F.
48.57 ft x 62 lb/ft3 = 3011 lb.

(2)

3

Total weight + Interior V x ρ of water x 20% FOS = W.
(295 lb + 35.57 ft3 x 62 lb/ft3) x 1.2 = 3000 lb.

(3)

Findings: Weight of system is about equal to the buoyancy force of the boat.

Figure C.1: SolidWorks file of VorteX
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Appendix D: Proof of Insurance (see Rule 2.8)
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Figure D.1: Certificate of Liability Insurance for Solar Splash Rule 2.8
Appendix E: Executive Committee Position Descriptions
Vice President of Finance:
● The Vice President Finance shall develop and enforce the final budget and timeline.
● The Vice President Finance shall maintain transparency with the general body and Executive Committee
regarding organization finances:
○ Organize and maintain a record of income and revenue;
○ Organize and maintain a record of expenditures;
○ Organize and maintain a summary of accounts.
● The Vice President of Finance shall ensure that CMSR maintains good financial standing with the
University:
○ Attend student organization meetings, training sessions, workshops, and other events that are
recommended or required by the University;
○ Assist in the preparation and timely submission of financial forms required by the University;
○ Serve as the correspondent to the organization’s JFC representative;
○ Serve as an “Authorized Signer”.
● The Vice President of Finance shall establish a semesterly schedule and protocol for purchase requests.
Secretary:
● The Secretary shall manage the logistics of general body meetings, design meetings, and Executive
Committee meetings:
○ Determine member or officer availability for meetings;
○ Reserve facilities and ensure appropriate setup;
○ Update the Google Calendar and send a general body email each Sunday detailing CMSR
events occurring in the following 14 days;
○ Create an agenda for each Executive Committee meeting and lead in creating presentations for
general body meetings;
○ Record Executive Committee meeting minutes;
○ Record attendance for meetings.
● The Secretary shall lead semesterly CMSR merchandise orders.
● The Secretary shall manage access and sharing of internal means of communication including but not
limited to the Google Calendar, Google Drive, Google Groups, GroupMe accounts, and The Bridge.
● The Secretary shall manage the executive Gmail account and forward incoming emails to the appropriate
contact in a timely manner.
● The Secretary shall maintain an updated roster in the Google Drive and The Bridge.
● The Secretary shall serve as the “Primary Contact.”

Figure E.1: Description of New Executive Committee Members in Order to Rebuild
Organization (1 of 4)
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Vice President of Finance:
● The Vice President Finance shall develop and enforce the final budget and timeline.
● The Vice President Finance shall maintain transparency with the general body and Executive Committee
regarding organization finances:
○ Organize and maintain a record of income and revenue;
○ Organize and maintain a record of expenditures;
○ Organize and maintain a summary of accounts.
● The Vice President of Finance shall ensure that CMSR maintains good financial standing with the
University:
○ Attend student organization meetings, training sessions, workshops, and other events that are
recommended or required by the University;
○ Assist in the preparation and timely submission of financial forms required by the University;
○ Serve as the correspondent to the organization’s JFC representative;
○ Serve as an “Authorized Signer”.
● The Vice President of Finance shall establish a semesterly schedule and protocol for purchase requests.
Secretary:
● The Secretary shall manage the logistics of general body meetings, design meetings, and Executive
Committee meetings:
○ Determine member or officer availability for meetings;
○ Reserve facilities and ensure appropriate setup;
○ Update the Google Calendar and send a general body email each Sunday detailing CMSR
events occurring in the following 14 days;
○ Create an agenda for each Executive Committee meeting and lead in creating presentations for
general body meetings;
○ Record Executive Committee meeting minutes;
○ Record attendance for meetings.
● The Secretary shall lead semesterly CMSR merchandise orders.
● The Secretary shall manage access and sharing of internal means of communication including but not
limited to the Google Calendar, Google Drive, Google Groups, GroupMe accounts, and The Bridge.
● The Secretary shall manage the executive Gmail account and forward incoming emails to the appropriate
contact in a timely manner.
● The Secretary shall maintain an updated roster in the Google Drive and The Bridge.
● The Secretary shall serve as the “Primary Contact.”

Figure E.1 (cont.): Description of New Executive Committee Members in Order to Rebuild
Organization (2 of 4)
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Vice President of Marketing:
● The Vice President of Marketing shall lead in promoting, enhancing, and protecting the external
perception of CMSR:
○ Research and introduce new ideas for on-campus and community outreach events;
○ Organize and direct preparation for on-campus and community outreach events;
○ Oversee the organization’s website and social media accounts.
● The Vice President of Marketing shall ensure that CMSR is proactive and effective in direct
communication with the CMSR network:
○ Record important contact information in the executive Gmail account;
○ Arrange the recording of CMSR activities, events, meetings, etc. and organize team pictures;
○ Lead in developing CMSR promotional videos and quarterly newsletters;
○ Organize the matching gift fundraiser.
● The Vice President of Marketing shall direct activity relevant to grant proposals:
○ Research and introduce new grant opportunities;
○ Organize grant proposal development, editing, and timely submission.
● The Vice President of Marketing shall direct activity relevant to corporate sponsorships:
○ Research and seek further corporate sponsorship opportunities;
○ Maintain contact and good standing with corporate sponsors;
○ Ensure the fulfillment of perks associated with corporate sponsorship tiers.
Vice President of Member Development:
● The Vice President of Member Development shall maintain focus on each member’s development as an
individual, as a student, and as a teammate:
○ Arrange events that foster growth in each of these areas;
○ Ensure that each member maintains a healthy balance with academics and external
engagements, including CMSR.
● The Vice President of Member Development shall direct activity relevant to and ensure success of the
recruitment process:
○ Direct the development and distribution of on-campus advertisements and promotions;
○ Organize and direct preparation for activities fairs, new member orientation meetings, the new
member project and competition, and other recruitment events throughout the year;
○ Organize and direct contact with prospective members;
○ Decide when prospective members meet full membership requirements.

Figure E.1 (cont.): Description of New Executive Committee Members in Order to Rebuild
Organization (3 of 4)
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Vice President of Programming:
● The Vice President of Programming shall manage the logistics of competitions and other large events:
○ Develop a budget, itinerary, and plan for aspects including but not limited to registration,
lodging, meals, on-site transportation, paperwork, and travel;
○ Develop a checklist and checkpoints to ensure timely compliance with event regulations and
requirements;
○ Plan and organize on-the-water practices.
● The Vice President of Programming shall oversee CMSR facilities including but not limited to the shop,
storage cage, and off-campus storage location:
○ Attend student organization meetings, training sessions, workshops, and other events that are
recommended or required by the University;
○ Assist in the preparation and timely submission of forms required by the University and
relevant to CMSR facilities;
○ Retrieve incoming material shipments and maintain an updated record of inventory;
○ Enforce shop safety policies and ensure that members receive proper training;
○ Ensure cleanliness, organization, and proper maintenance of facilities and inventory;
○ Serve as the correspondent to Environmental Health & Safety;
○ Serve as or appoint the “Senior Shop Manager” and appoint the “Assistant Shop Manager”.

Figure E.1 (cont.): Description of New Executive Committee Members in Order to Rebuild
Organization (4 of 4)
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Appendix F: Team Roster
Member Name

Degree Program

Year

Team Role

Aditya Acharya

Mechanical Engineering

May 2018

Hull, Prop

Alaaddin Ismail

Major in Mechanical
Engineering, Minor in Physics

May 2016

Propulsion Team

Brandon Takao

May 2018

Hull, Opti, Power, Prop

Clement Wong

May 2018

David Power

May 2018

David Zeng

Computer Science

May 2019

Power and Optimization Team

Declan Kelly

Major in Mechanical
Engineering, Minor in Physics

May 2018

Hull team

May 2019

Opti, Power

May 2019

Hull Team

Dhruv Khurana
Elizabeth Kuo

Mechanical Engineering

Evan Myers

May 2019

Fernando Melean
Frances Tso

May 2019
Double Major in Economics and
May 2017
Computer Science

George Lu

Hull, Power, Prop
Vice President of Finance,
Optimization Design Lead

May 2019

Power

May 2019

Propulsion Team

Indu Korambath

May 2019

Hull, Opti, Power, Prop

Jack McCambridge

May 2019

Hull

May 2019

Hull, Prop

May 2019

Propulsion Team

Greg Miller

Mechanical Engineering

James Zhang
Jasmine Lim

Double Major in Mechanical
Engineering and Engineering
and Public Policy

Jeremy Huang

Junior

Jessica Cheng

May 2019

Opti, Prop

Jiaxuan Li

May 2019

Hull, Opti, Power, Prop

Jonathon Buckley

May 2017

Vice President of Finance,
Optimization Design Lead

Kira Pusch

May 2019

Assistant Shop Manager

Madelynne Long

May 2019

Hull

Nathan Walko

Mechanical Engineering

May 2018

Hull and Propulsion Team

Nick Lamprinakos*

Double Major in Material
Science Engineering and
Biomedical Engineering

May 2019

Hull and Power Team

Penelope Ackerman

Major in Material Science
Engineering, Minor in Media
Design

May 2017

Vice President of Marketing,
Hull Team

Pieter de Buck

Major in Mechanical
May 2019
Engineering, Minor in Robotics

Raghav Poddar

Carnegie Mellon Solar Racing Technical Report
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Rahul Jaisingh

Computer Science

May 2019

Power Team

Rhiannon Farney*

Double Major in Mechanical
Engineering and Engineering
and Public Policy, Minor in
Environmental Science

May 2018

Vice President of Marketing
and Propulsion Design Lead

Riley Xu

Physics

May 2018

Vice President of Member
Development, Power Design
Lead

May 2018

Secretary

Sarah Shy
Shae Sealey*

Major in Mechanical
Engineering, Minor in Business May 2016
Administration

Shreyas Gatuku

President, Head of Design, and
Hull Design Lead

May 2019

Opti, Power

Silvia Giampapa*

Biological Sciences

May 2019

Hull Team

Sunjeev Kale

Chemical Engineering

May 2019

Propulsion Team

Suresh Manian

May 2017

Vice President of
Programming, Shop Manager

Sussy Romoleroux

May 2019

Tyler Quintana

May 2019

Opti, Power, Prop

Viren Bajaj*

Physics

May 2018

Optimization Team

Zachary Snow

Major in Computer Science,
Minor in Business
Administration

May 2019

Optimization Team

Zack Masciopinto

Major in Mechanical
May 2019
Engineering, Minor in Robotics

Hull and Power Team

*Indicates member is part of team attending Solar Splash Competition

Figure F.1: Carnegie Mellon Solar Racing Member Roster for Fall 2015 and Spring 2016
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Appendix G: Timelines
Event Name

Date

Hull Design Complete

1/24/2016

Hull Fabrications Complete

4/27/2016

Hull System Testing Complete

4/27/2016

Power Design Complete

4/1/2016

Power Fabrications Complete

4/24/2016

Power System Testing Complete

5/1/2016

Propulsion Design Complete

1/31/2016

Propulsion Fabrications Complete

4/24/2016

Propulsion System Testing Complete

5/1/2016

Optimization Design Complete

1/31/2016

Optimization Fabrications Complete

4/24/2016

Optimization System Testing Complete

5/1/2016

First Draft Technical Report Complete

4/9/2016

Second Draft Technical Report Complete

4/23/2016

Final Draft Technical Report Complete

5/7/2016

Technical Report Due

5/9/2016

Power System Integration Complete

4/29/2016

Propulsion System Integration Complete

4/29/2016

Optimization System Integration Complete

4/29/2016

Full System Testing 1 Complete

4/30/2016

Full System Testing 2 Complete

5/7/2016

Solar Splash Simulation Complete

Solar Splash 2016

5/12/2016, 5/14/2016

6/15/2016

Table G.1 General Timeline for Entire CMSR Team
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Event

Est. Duration
(days)

Est. Start Date

Est. End Date

Design Lead Interest

0

11/1/2015

11/1/2015

Appoint Design Leads

0

11/8/2015

11/8/2015

Send out Project List Introduction to
General Body

0

11/12/2015

11/12/2015

Second General Body Meeting

0

11/15/2015

11/15/2015

Finalize Project Teams and Chairs/
Committees

5

11/15/2015

11/20/2015

Design Team Lead Meeting

0

1/17/2016

1/17/2016

Finish applying spackling paste to plug;
Deep clean the shop

3

3/28/2016

3/31/2016

Prime, sand, wax, and PVA plug

1

4/1/2016

4/2/2016

Morning: Gel coat + 1st layer (fiberglass
mat), Later: 2nd layer (fiberglass mat)

1

4/2/2016

4/3/2016

3rd layer (woven fiberglass)

1

4/3/2016

4/4/2016

2nd full layer

1

4/4/2016

4/5/2016

3rd-4th full layers

1

4/5/2016

4/6/2016

5th-6th full layers

1

4/6/2016

4/7/2016

7th-8th full layers

1

4/7/2016

4/8/2016

9th-10th full layers, build mold frame

1

4/8/2016

4/9/2016

11th-12th full layers, build mold frame

1

4/9/2016

4/10/2016

Finish mold frame; remove plug and
clean mold (sand, wet sand, wax, PVA)

1

4/10/2016

4/11/2016

Layup: 1K with Kevlar pulp

1

4/11/2016

4/12/2016

Layup: Reinforce chines, keel, tip, and
back

1

4/12/2016

4/13/2016

Layup: Reinforce chines, keel, tip, and
back

1

4/18/2016

4/19/2016

Layup: 3K (one side)

1

4/18/2016

4/19/2016

Layup: 3K (other side)

1

4/19/2016

4/20/2016

Layup: Unidirectional, install carbon
fiber sheet on back

1

4/22/2016

4/23/2016

Layup: 3K (one side), 3K other side

1

4/23/2016

4/24/2016

Layup: Nomex ribs

1

4/24/2016

4/25/2016

Layup: 3K (one side), 3K other side

1

4/25/2016

4/26/2016

Layup: 3K (centered)

1

4/26/2016

4/27/2016

Table G.2: Timeline for Hull Team (1 of 2)
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Remove hull from mold, sand, wetsand; Test in CMU pool; assess
strength of tip and back

1

4/27/2016

4/28/2016

Install mounting brackets, begin
installing systems

2

4/28/2016

4/30/2016

Full System Testing 1

1

4/30/2016

5/1/2016

Paint hull, Exterior Coat

6

5/1/2016

5/7/2016

Full System Testing 2

1

5/7/2016

5/8/2016

Solar Splash Simulation

1

5/14/2016

5/15/2016

Table G.2 (cont.): Timeline for Hull Team (2 of 2)

Est.
Duration
(days)

Event

Est. Start Date

Est. End Date

Optimization Design Complete

3/31/2016

4/17/2016

Optimization Fabrications Complete

4/17/2016

4/22/2016

Optimization System Testing
Complete

4/22/2016

4/29/2016

Table G.3 Timeline for Optimization Team

Est. Duration
Est. Start Date
(days)

Event
Charging Circuit Design

Est. End Date
3/15/2016

System Design

4/1/2016

Acquire Parts

4/7/2016

Build Enclosures + Final Wiring
System Testing

4/21/2016
5/1/2016

Table G.4: Timeline for Power Team
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Est. Duration
(days)

Event
Project Leads Identified

Est. Start Date

Est. End Date

0

12/3/2015

12/3/2015

21

12/20/2015

1/10/2016

Propulsion Group Sheets Rough
Draft

7

1/3/2016

1/10/2016

Propulsion Group Sheets Completed

0

1/17/2016

1/17/2016

Rough Draft of Budget Sheets with
money, quantity, and links

0

1/17/2016

1/17/2016

Decide which components will be
build and which bought

7

1/17/2016

1/24/2016

Final Budget Sheets with money,
quantity and links

0

1/24/2016

1/24/2016

All purchase orders are made

7

1/24/2016

1/31/2016

Casing Designs Completed

0

4/2/2016

4/2/2016

Casing Materials Ordered

0

4/2/2016

4/2/2016

Build Week

7

4/2/2016

4/9/2016

Build Week

7

4/9/2016

4/16/2016

Testing 1

4

4/16/2016

4/20/2016

Testing 2

3

4/20/2016

4/23/2016

Propulsion Design Complete

0

4/23/2016

4/23/2016

General Research

Table G.5: Timeline for Propulsion Team
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